
 An extract from 'And So 
The Wind Blew' by Gene 
Koshinski (available on 
YouTube)

10–15 minutes

WALKING IN DEEP SNOW

Play ‘Let’s Put on Warm Winter Clothes’:

Tell your child that you are both going for a walk in the winter forest. Talk about what the winter forest is like in a  
cold climate area – very, very cold and there is usually a lot of deep snow.

Explain that they need to put on some warm clothes so they won’t freeze. Pretend to dress up warmly yourself in 
winter clothes, and ask your child to guess the different items of clothing as you put them on, for example: thick 
socks, boots, warm trousers, woolly jumper or thermals, coat, scarf, hat and gloves. 

Now ask your child to do the same – to pretend to get dressed in their own winter clothes ready for the walk. Do 
the actions again yourself and sing, to the tune of ‘Here we go round the Mulberry Bush’: 

This is the way we put on thick socks, put on thick socks, put on thick socks…..
This is the way we put on thick socks, 
On a cold and frosty morning. 

Exaggerate your movements to encourage them to do the same. Repeat the song for the other items of winter 
clothing and put them on together to the song.

Walking in the Deep Snow:

Say: What deep snow there is in the forest! Ask your child if they can show you how to walk through the 
snowdrifts without getting stuck. Praise them for raising their knees really high. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can perform expressive movements to imitate walking in deep snow. 
Your child can perform expressive movements to imitate putting on and taking off winter clothes.
Your child can perform expressive movements to imitate trees swaying in the wind.

To introduce expressive movements to imitate walking in deep snow, and putting 
on and taking off winter clothes
To invent and perform expressive movements for imitating a tree rocked by the wind
To perform expressive movements with appropriate degrees of breadth, weight, speed 
and fluidity
To practise orientation skills
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Now say this rhyme and perform the actions as you do it, encouraging your child to join in with you. Start by walking around the room in an 
exaggerated way with your knees raised high and swinging your arms freely. Then for each line, raise your knees four times to the rhythm and 
perform the other actions indicated too:

There’s snow on the hill, and on we go Point and look up.
And below the hill, and on we go Point and look down.
There’s snow on the trees, and on we go Point and look up. 
And under the trees, and on we go Point and look down.
There’s snow on the… bear – oh no, oh no! Stop, freeze!
Quickly, quietly, off we go! Finger on lips, creep slowly and cautiously to the other side of the room.

Swaying Branches:

Ask your child to stand in a space and pretend to be a tree in the forest. Then say: Can you use expressive movements to show that you, the tree, have 
deep roots in the ground, even though you also have big branches that reach up towards the sky and sway in the wind? Watch their ideas and if 
necessary, encourage them to keep their feet still, ‘rooted to the spot’ as if nothing can move them out of it, but to also stretch their arms upwards 
and outwards to be the branches, and sway them from side to side gently.

Put on the music to accompany their actions and talk about the sounds being made that represents the wind. Let your child practise pretending to 
be a tree on their own for a few moments, giving them a chance to express ideas of their own too. As always, praise particularly expressive work, and 
be specific about what makes it especially good. 

Tell them the wind has just got stronger and ask them to show how the tree would move now – i.e. bend and sway from side to side but with bigger 
and faster movements.

Now explain that the tree that they just pretended to be has ‘living branches’ not ‘dry, dead branches’, and that’s why they move flexibly with fluid 
movements when the wind blows them. Ask your child to move their arms as the branches once more, with especially fluid movements. The explain 
that if the branches were dry and dead, they would break and snap off in the strong wind. Ask your child to show you expressive movements for a 
tree with dry and dead branches – i.e. rigid arms that don’t move to represent the dry branches.

Going Home:

Ask your child to pretend that they are walking home in the deep snow. Revise the movements that they did before. Pretend to arrive home and say: 
We need to take off all the wet clothing and hang it up to dry. Together with your child, pretend to take off each item in turn, exaggerating your 
movements, and pretend to hang each one up on a washing line to dry. Talk about the actions of lifting the item high and pegging it onto the line. To 
end the session, pretend to relax in front of a warm fire.  

WALKING IN DEEP SNOW – continued 
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